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Certification Programme examination result:
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Certification Programme description:
Introduction: history of web pages, HTML language development, the rise of CMS systems, web standards, tools for creation and editing of web page
layout and appearance; Preparatory stage: identification of web page type (home page, information portal, vortal, Web 2.0, transactional service, product
mini-site), service architecture (proprietary service, CMS-based service, website structure, schema definition); Creation of layout: the concept of layout,
visual identity in web layout (header and logo background, corporate colours in identity, corporate typography, graphics), essential layout elements
(vignette as a header, main menu, main creation, text blocks); HTML language: HTML basics, page layout, HTML document definition, content formatting,
hyperlinks, images, lists (bulleted lists, definition lists), tables, forms (form tags), general tag attributes, determining document type, meta information,
code validation; Cascading Style Sheets CSS: style sheets syntax, adding styles to document, cascading property of style sheets, definitions and
properties of selectors, ID and CLASS attributes, text and background formatting, tables and lists formatting, box model (margins, borders), units used in
CSS; Positioning and display controlling of elements: fixed position, relative position, absolute position; floating elements, text blocks positioning, changing
of hyperlink state, changing of hyperlink graphics; Adobe Dreamweaver interface: toolbar, available panels - description and their functionality, working
with HTML documents; Web page creation in the Adobe Dreamweaver environment: creating a new project, project template files, adding web page
elements (changing the parameters of individual elements, main menu, designing the footer), blocks grouping with container, page preview in the
browser; Web design best practices: designing user-friendly pages, correctness of the HTML and CSS syntax, building columns with block elements ,
compression of images, usage of web-safe colours, respecting copyrights
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